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Academic Procession (continued)

- Faculty
  Alumni reunion milestones from graduating classes ending in years 3 and 8.
- President's Platform Party
  Deans and Vice Presidents of the College
  President's Cabinet
  Student Government Leaders
  Valedictorian
  Salutatorian
  Honored Guests
  Provost Tony Liss
  Chief Marshal Janet Steele
  President Vince Boudreau

  The Color Guard of the CUNY ROTC Program presents The National Colors.

The National Anthem
CCNY Jazz Vocal Ensemble

Greetings
Salimatou Doumbouya
The Board of Trustees
The City University of New York

Welcome and President's Message
President Boudreau

Salutatory Address
Kimberly Pereyra Moneró

Valedictory Address
Catherine Hernandez

Confering of Honorary Degrees
Provost Tony Liss
Joseph L. Fleischer '63, '66
Bryan A. Stevenson

Keynote Speaker
Bryan A. Stevenson

Presentation of Candidates (continued)

- Bernard and Anne Spitzer School of Architecture
  Marta Gutman
- Grove School of Engineering
  Alexander Couzis
- School of Education
  Edwin M. Lambjoy
- CUNY School of Medicine & Sophie Davis Biomedical Education Program
  Carmen Renee Green
- College of Liberal Arts and Science
  Colin Powell School for Civic and Global Leadership

- Provost Tony Liss
- President Boudreau

- Division of Humanities and the Arts
  Renata K. Miller
- Division of Science
  Susan L. Perkins
- Division of Interdisciplinary Studies
  at the Center for Worker Education
  Juan Carlos Mercado
- Sustainability in the Urban Environment
  Kyle C. McDonald
- SEEK Program
  Sherri Rings

Conferring of Doctoral Degrees
President Boudreau

Conferring of Masters Degrees
President Boudreau

Conferring of Baccalaureate Degrees
President Boudreau

The Ephebic Oath
Lawrence S. Greengrass '73
President, Alumni Association

We men and women graduating from The City College of New York, do this day, after the manner of the Athenian youths of old about to enter public life, take this oath of devotion to the City of New York:

we will never bring disgrace to our city by any act of dishonesty or cowardice nor ever desert our suffering comrades in the ranks;

we will fight for the ideals and sacred things of the city both alone and with many;

we will revere and obey the city's laws, and do our best to incite a like respect and reverence in those about us who are prone to annul them and set them at naught;

we will strive unceasingly to quicken the public's sense of civic duty;

and thus, in all these ways, we will strive to transmit this city and not only not less but greater, better, and more beautiful than it was transmitted to us.

The Alma Mater

Lavender, My Lavender
led by Vocalist Nathan Ferraz (Bachelor of Music, Class of 2022)
Accompanied by Professor Mike Holober

Recessional
The audience is requested to remain in place until the Platform Party and Faculty have left the area.
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Congratulations, Graduates!

Today, you join the storied generations who have since 1847 graduated from The City College of New York and moved on to make the world a better place. I know many of you as individuals, but on graduation day I can’t help but think of you collectively, as the social phenomenon that every year leaves this campus poised to make its impact on society. You enter that society as unicorns: in a nation where upward social mobility is virtually non-existent, you have, by dint of your hard work and persistence, graduated from one of the last remaining producers of upwardly mobile Americans.

You have had the privilege of working alongside student colleagues from across the globe, but especially colleagues who were not, for the most part, born into privilege. Together as you interrogated the lessons you learned, I trust that you did so with an urgent sense of the necessity of your own, your peers’, and your own perspective. We change the world on this campus by mobilizing the insights of the whole people into education, and in so doing, introducing perspectives, experiences, questions and demands that are often absent from the discourse that dominates our society.

As you move from our campus, I would like to urge upon you some final thoughts. Trust your education. Trust in the store of wisdom you gained on this campus. . .You came to us exactly as young people have for decades—neither more nor less prepared or worthy of this place. You leave us now entirely fit to be the modern heirs of our legacy and the able stewards of our vision. We are proud of what you’ve been, and eagerly anticipate the discovery of what you will become. We are also grateful for the days that we shared together on this campus.

Understand also that over our time together, we have but planted a seed for what a better society, a better world would look like. We expect you to tend the garden of mutual respect, of civic responsibility, of a basic care for others wherever you go, and for the length of your days. Living up to these expectations will take courage and fortitude. It will mean honoring the history of this great institution by bringing your best self into the world each day, and falling back, when you need it, on the lessons we learned together. It will mean drawing on the tremendous reserves of tenacity that so many of you have displayed in merely getting into CCNY or in making it to this, your graduation day.

I give you this charge knowing how strong you can be and how smart you all are. I ask you to walk this path because I know you can, and for the sake of our society, I hope that you will. I ask you to do what generations of young people before you have done, every year, in this place and at this time. I ask you to move into the world as true sons and daughters of City College, and live lives that we will celebrate as reflecting our very highest values, our greatest expectations, and our fondest dreams.

With my warmest congratulations and deepest admiration,

Vince Boudreau
President

HONORARY DEGREES

Joseph L. Fleischer, FAIA, arrived at The City College of New York in the fall of 1960 and has remained actively involved at the CCNY and with the Alumni Association ever since. He received his Bachelor of Science degree in 1965, and his professional degree, Bachelor of Architecture, in 1966.

In 1999, the College’s Alumni Association awarded him its prestigious Townsend Harris Medal for Professional Achievement in the field of architecture. Fleischer also is the recipient of the Architecture Group’s Professional Achievement Award, as well as the Alumni Association’s Service Award. He is a Lifetime Member of the Alumni Association’s Executive Board.

Fleischer’s projects have been recognized by numerous awards, including National AIA Honor Awards for the William J. Clinton Presidential Center, the American Museum of Natural History Rose Center for Earth and Space, The New York Times Printing Plant, the Queens Borough Regional Public Library, the National Inventor’s Hall of Fame, the Center for the Arts Theater at Yerba Buena Gardens, and the renovation and restoration of Carnegie Hall.

The City College of New York is proud to honor Joseph Fleischer with the degree, Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa.

Bryan A. Stevenson grew up in an era of “informal segregation” in rural southern Delaware, witnessing firsthand the humiliations and deprivations visited upon Black Americans. He went on to graduate from Eastern College, magna cum laude, the Harvard University Kennedy School of Government and Harvard Law School.

In 1989, Stevenson founded the Equal Justice Institute, which provides legal representation to people who have been illegally convicted, unfairly sentenced, or abused in state jails and prisons. Since the EJI’s founding, he and his staff have won reversals, relief, or release from prison, for more than 135 wrongly condemned prisoners on death row, and have won relief for hundreds of others wrongly convicted or unfairly sentenced.

Stevenson has garnered numerous awards for his work, including the MacArthur Fellowship (“Genius Grant”) and the American Civil Liberties Union’s National Medal of Liberty. He has received more than 40 honorary doctoral degrees, including those from some of the world’s most prestigious universities.

The City College of New York is proud to honor Bryan Stevenson with the degree, Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa.
Catherine Hernandez, CCNY’s Class of 2023 Valedictorian, is an anthropology major in the William E. Macaulay Honors College. Hernandez proudly considers herself “a product of City College from the moment I was born,” because of her alumnus father, Francisco Hernandez. “For both me and my father, CCNY has been a place that allows immigrants and first-generation Americans to not only succeed but have the agency and power to aid in tearing down the systems that oppress their communities,” said Hernandez. “It’s my honor to represent this legacy of social mobility and social justice.”

A participant in two overseas archaeological projects in Ecuador and Barbados as an undergraduate, Hernandez has developed a focused, activist-oriented research interest in Indigeneity, cultural patrimony, and repatriation. In her research and career, she hopes to implement community-based archaeological practices and to liaison with descendant communities to ensure that they have agency over the ownership of their patrimony and the portrayal of their heritage in the museum setting. At CCNY, Hernandez has participated in a number of fellowships, including the Colin Powell Fellowship in Leadership and Public Service, the Racial Justice Fellowship, and the Rockefeller Fellowship. She has also dedicated herself to the promotion of intersectional Feminist ideology as Co-President of the Macaulay Feminist Society NYC Collegiate Sexual Violence Prevention Changemaker. Currently, Hernandez is a Curatorial Intern at the MoMA PS1, an Education Intern at the Morgan Library and Museum, and a Program Facilitator for Art and Resistance through Education (ARTE). Next year, the Manhattan resident plans on taking a gap year to apply for Ph.D. programs in archaeology.

CCNY’s Class of 2023 Salutatorian, Kimberly Pereyra Moneró, is a Brooklyn resident who emigrated to the U.S. from the Dominican Republic at age 15. Mentors hail her academic excellence, civic-minded leadership and community involvement that make her truly representative of the best of CCNY. A dynamo at CCNY, she dedicated three of her four years as an undergrad volunteering for Youth Over Guns, a community organization that advocates against gun violence. There were also interwoven, with the US Water Alliance, the Leadership Justice Center, and the New York City Public Advocate’s Office. Pereyra Moneró was a Jeannette K. Watson Fellow (a three-year, citywide fellowship centered on policy and advocacy work) and a Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher, & Flom LLP and affiliates Legal Honors Scholar. She is the 2022–2023 recipient of The Daphne and Stuart Wells Public Service Scholarship and was a finalist this spring for a Harry S. Truman Scholarship. Pereyra Moneró has been working as a project assistant at The Leadership Justice Center for Democracy and Social Justice, an institute devoted to fostering the next generation of social justice leaders. She is also interning at VOCAL-NY as a legislative intern and is planning to attend law school.

Dear 2023 graduates, 

On this joyous occasion, I am thrilled to congratulate you on behalf of the Alumni Association of the great City College of New York. It is an honor for your Alumni Association to witness your accomplishments as you take this important step in your life journey. Please don’t ever minimize or take for granted this crucial achievement. Your graduation sets the foundation for what you will accomplish in your career and in your future endeavors. On this day, you and your families, and all who have supported you, rightfully take enormous pride in what you have achieved.

After several years of unprecedented challenges due to the pandemic, your graduation conclusively proves that you have the grit and determination to overcome complex and unprecedented obstacles. Learn from this experience. Be proud of yourselves. You have persevered, you have adapted, you are resilient. Don’t let anything stand in the way of your dreams. As you move forward into the world, remember that your experience at City College of New York is unique, and that it will serve you well in all aspects of your life. The skills and knowledge you acquired during your time here will help you navigate the complexities of the world and make a difference in your communities. As graduates of this great institution, you are now part of a network of talented and dedicated alumni who have gone on to achieve success in many fields. We hope that you will stay connected to the College, the Alumni Association, and to one another. Together, we can make a difference in the world, inspire positive change, and continue the legacy of excellence that has been the hallmark of this College—a school which is known for its academic distinction, rigorous curriculum, outstanding faculty and leadership, and commitment to social justice. By earning your degree here, you have demonstrated your dedication to the values CCNY stands for, such as promoting opportunities for all, recognizing the benefits of bold and diverse scholarship, and graduating citizens who make a positive impact on our city, state, and nation.

I encourage all graduates to join the Alumni Association and take advantage of the many benefits and resources that come with membership. By joining, you will gain access to a vast network of alumni who are making a difference in their professions and communities. You will also have the opportunity to attend career development events, networking opportunities, and social gatherings. In addition, you can take advantage of our mentorship program, which pairs you with experienced alumni who can offer guidance and support as you navigate your career path. We also offer philanthropic opportunities to give back to the college and support future generations of students. Joining the Alumni Association is a great way to stay connected to your alma mater and make a difference in the lives of others. The first two years of your membership following graduation are free. Visit www.ccnyalumni.org for detailed information on what we do and how we can contribute to your future. Support the Alumni Association and support City College and recognize that just like those who came before you contributed to your success at CCNY, you have the responsibility to pay it forward to those who come after you.

The Alumni Association applauds your courage, your strength, and your hard work. It will be a great pleasure to see everyone in person and celebrate this special moment together.

I want to, once again, congratulate each and every one of you on your achievements, and I wish you all the very best as you embark on the next chapter of your life.

Larry Greengrass
President, Alumni Association of CCNY
Latin honors for baccalaureate degrees are conferred on graduating seniors who meet standards approved by the academic Senate. Based on A = 4.0, the grade point averages required for honors are 3.5 for magna cum laude, 3.8 for summa cum laude, and 4.0 for highest honors. Students are awarded a certificate and are listed below.

** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude

BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE
* Chantal Garrido
* Christine Jurado
* Julie C. Morgado
* Aaron Morgado
* Meredith Murphy
* Angela N. Njorge
* Dorian M. Palvemacher
* Sara Rangel

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Marjorie Abreu
Dawesi Ada
Lisa Ahmed
Adah Al-Antzi
Gavin Almeida
Milagros Antonio
Michael Aquino
Taree Azim
Shanley Augustin
Muhammad Aw
Syed A. Uzim
Syed M. Badsha
Diana A. Banois
Keshy Basil Walker
Anaise Bishop
Kimora Blaine
Brandon Blakes
Rosetta Lyntone Brinson
Harah Bubulna
Taylor Capato
Shanille L. Carter
Ella M. Cesar
Kira Charles
Katina E. Chever
Lisa Chlouwairy
Meighan Cordero
Gioiel Corporan Nova
Nancy Cortes
Brian William Cranfill
Christopher Cruz
Joseph Danville
Ariana Davis
Aisata Diallo
Arazza V. Diaz
Kareal Dionisio
Niurka A. Dominguez Goris
Denzel Douglas
Myrlinda Duxson
Ericka Espinal
Jazmine Fabian
Sadia Faruque
Sealemy M. Feliz
Amairani Ferreira
Evelyn Finedley
Jeramy J. Fletcher
Ari Fukuda
Jose Garcia
Kimberly Enid Giles
Kofi Gilis
Shakira Gomez
Karee N. Gonzalez
Yuselv Y. Gonzalez
Carl C. Gregors
Bernice Doreen Gaunlaine
Maura Guzry
Jordan Hardcastle
Sarah, Hannah Hernandez
Cyn M. Heylerg
Zoibah Hassain
Stefan N. Insang
Shamsul Islam
Jeanne Jadeau Jackson
Julian S. Jackson
Inkyoeng Jung
Judith Arena Jean-Pierre
Jacky Jiang
Maria E. Jimenez
Elaine A. Jimenez
Samantha Mishka John-Polks
Fundell L. Jones
Alpha Kamsara
Ravi Kanari
Olivia Kearney
Hollis Honor Kelly
Yael E. Kirschke
Olivia Klioglert
Hanyun Liang
Reena W. Liu
Marian Lopez
Victoria O. Loa
Stephanie Lorde
Alyssa M. Lowe
Ethan C. Luce
Pamela Lacerco
Yuanying Lian
Ruobing Ma
Natalia E. Malik
Megan M. Marcano
Bianca Taina Marte
Liubach C. Martinex
Kaylee McGowan
Jonell O. Mcmahon
Helene D. Mejia
Herbert Melendez
Taylor M. Mendez
Ashley Mendoza
Lashawn Miller
Xenia M. Morales
Lynette Moore
Nozum Narah
Andrea S. Narine
George M. Narvaez
Ariel Navarrete
Meghan Ndiaye
Jason R. Negron
Jason R. Negron
Gabriella Neri
Marcy Ng
Mercedes G. Olmsted
Karina Paez Rojas
Emily P. Paredes
Flavian Philip
Deborah C. Piron
Angelica Maria Polanco
Maria Polanco
Bellamy Pach
Fatima Rahman
Kevin Ramirez
Mohamed H. Reda
Xiao Li Ren
Aimee Rolle
Leticia Rondon
Jasmine D. Rumph
Yehudah Russell
Marc J. Saint Noel
Kevin Samolyov
Asya N. Sanches
Kevin Sangchun
Katherine J. Scardino
Haley Edgar Singh
Pieles Singk
Ivan William Sterman
Armanya Sutton
Manghe Sylia
Medeli Tavezar
Mariannia Taveras
Alexia D. Towes
Laini Noelle Thompson
Brandon L. Tise
Ivan Tlamelancio
Ciara E. Toalme
Nichole Alana Toussaint
Caroline Turvusna
Cristian Vidal Ventura
Paula Alejandra Villarreal Rodriguez
Staginald Walthour
Qinghe Xu
Sophie Yussef
Kenzy Yu
Muhammad Zaid
Vicki Zhang

BACHELOR OF ARTS (INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS AND SCIENCES-CWID)
Diana A. Banois
Keshy Basil Walker
Katina E. Chever
Jazmine Fabian
Evelyn Finedley
Jeramy J. Fletcher
Jose Garcia
Karee N. Gonzalez
Elaine A. Jimenez
Hollis Honor Kelly
Stephanie Lorde
Alyssa M. Lowe
Ethan C. Luce
Pamela Lacerco
Yuanying Lian
Ruobing Ma
Natalia E. Malik
Megan M. Marcano
Bianca Taina Marte
Liubach C. Martinex
Kaylee McGowan
Jonell O. Mcmahon
Helene D. Mejia
Herbert Melendez
Taylor M. Mendez
Ashley Mendoza
Lashawn Miller
Xenia M. Morales
Lynette Moore
Nozum Narah
Andrea S. Narine
George M. Narvaez
Ariel Navarrete
Meghan Ndiaye
Jason R. Negron
Jason R. Negron
Gabriella Neri
Marcy Ng
Mercedes G. Olmsted
Karina Paez Rojas
Emily P. Paredes
Flavian Philip
Deborah C. Piron
Angelica Maria Polanco
Maria Polanco
Bellamy Pach
Fatima Rahman
Kevin Ramirez
Mohamed H. Reda
Xiao Li Ren
Aimee Rolle
Leticia Rondon
Jasmine D. Rumph
Yehudah Russell
Marc J. Saint Noel
Kevin Samolyov
Asya N. Sanches
Kevin Sangchun
Katherine J. Scardino
Haley Edgar Singh
Pieles Singk
Ivan William Sterman
Armanya Sutton
Manghe Sylia
Medeli Tavezar
Mariannia Taveras
Alexia D. Towes
Laini Noelle Thompson
Brandon L. Tise
Ivan Tlamelancio
Ciara E. Toalme
Nichole Alana Toussaint
Caroline Turvusna
Cristian Vidal Ventura
Paula Alejandra Villarreal Rodriguez
Staginald Walthour
Qinghe Xu
Sophie Yussef
Kenzy Yu
Muhammad Zaid
Vicki Zhang

BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING (BIOENGINEERING)
* Thomas Escobar
** Benjamin Lau

BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING (CHEMICAL ENGINEERING)
* Rifat Bin Moker Rodik
Unnay Salma

BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING (CIVIL ENGINEERING)
Edgar T. Cortes

BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING (COMPUTER ENGINEERING)
* Alar Dar
** Derrick Bauso Duller
** Aija Naraw Jense

BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING (ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING)
* Delfino Enriquez-Torres
** Angel Gil
*** Andrey Kulya

BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING (ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING)
* Charrie Sophie Laveyn
** Rania Salib
*** Hael J. Vaquero

BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING (MECHANICAL ENGINEERING)
** Zahnin A. Alif
Yousef E. Aly
John Hahn
*** Gregory Kim
Jazmin Sanchez

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
* Mengxing Hong

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
* David E. Chorowski
*** Jung Jae Shin

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
* Ali Almarzooq
** Debra Hung-Fung Chan
** Adorah J. Chark
*** Samantha Selma Colom
** Kawther Coppin
** Alyssa Foe-Dauro
*** Alisha Kaur Dorough
** Carmel Dele
*** Alex Grace Dickenson
** Omomughe E. Eko-Iserumhie
** Eriana Isiakhusu
*** Peter Shah Giannaris
** Austin Kennedy Harillal
*** Shayan Hossain
*** Anjali Mareena Jacob
*** Michael James
*** Ide Kayla Kafexhui
** Leonidreek
*** Oliverade Kolawo
*** Samniltha Madu
*** Yehuda Rahman
*** Tawfiq Mannaa
*** Joshua Mathew
*** Dhararam V. Mathew
*** Fayeza Cabilio Meghais
*** Anjali Rose Mercado
DUAL DEGREES (BACHELOR OF ARTS/MASTER OF ARTS)

** Asmaa M. Alshamari
** Davine Debbara Anderson-George
** Miguel Cordero
** Alexandra Gutierrez

Alewadee Ezekiel

** Kaitlyn Mora
** Victor L. Shelly
** Abi Bore

** Karen Nicole Vargas

Dildora Yuufuova

** Kyle Zhou

ADVANCED CERTIFICATE

Ann M. Alvord
Arabella N. Ball
Victoria Bellantuono
Laurence Helen Checher
Anna B. Dallis
Karina Espino
Francisco Estrella
Ifoama Ezeh
Agatha Furcal
Eleoni Giannoussis
Joshua Hadad
Joan M. Hall
Lavanya R. Holder
Kaija Jensen
Robyn M. Katz
Anna Knutson
Angela M. Liriano
Alexander Jingwei Liu
Nestor G. Lopez
Justin M. Maless
Rubah Mahabbeen
Florence Marshall
Kerryann Mckenzie
Tiffany W. Morgan
Pauline Murray
Amnia E. Pacheco
Naida Palchis-Medina
Ariel H. Pena
Harriet Polavon
Alaysia Reynoso
Murna E. Samuels
Missione Schreuder
Nannja Schutt
Mahir Syed
Traci L. Tucker
Marlena Vedovino
Yoonsha Venster
Gabriel Villegas
Shawn Wills
Wansy Yang

UNDERGRADUATE CERTIFICATE

Rachel Christina Balljones
Blair Francis Brady
Gordon A.R. Edwards
Tasnia Nishat Khan
Hannah R. Löffler
Kevin Munoz
Adriana Preia
Syarin Astoriaan Sayafruddin

Saira I. Um
** Xiao Lin Wuu
** Begum Yildirim
** Florim Zhariku
Yong Chen
Nyen S. Zin

BACHELOR OF ARTS

K cerealle Jade Abraham
Jennife Adame
** Brenna Aderle
Juliete Adonis
Nowshin Sayara Adire
Hanza Afzal
** Bright Aglemy
** Eric Seppala Aguilar
** Rahia Ahmed
** Walid Ahmed
Nowrin Ahmed
Mohammad A. Ahsum
Reese M. Allair
Olawatoyin Akinnsear
Yusuf Abid
** Sadia Alam
Gloria E. Alba
Thaisseh A. Alcantara
Maria E. Álguacil
Amansha Ali
Yaser Almarzous
** Ana Alvarez
Bisetuo Aung
** Joshua Ambrose
Jayden Ahmed Amir
** Abby Noel Annacon
** Akaryaw Asaw
** Bertrand Elliot Appia
** Lina Marcella Arango Cortes
** Abdul Arfeen
Shaddany Arias Leon
Kemiln Atumtum
** Amir Asansi
** Akouvi Estelle Ahamchoun
Miriam A. Avila
** Hassan Ayadi
Boubacar Baba
** Souadou Bah
** Ibrahima Bah
Mirza Muhammad Tayaib Baig
** Shael Nohaimi Baio
** Yari Rabbith
** Troy D. Barber
** Karla Barrera Florentino
** Melany Barros-Meixas
** Iasmin A. Bhat
** Ashley Barthelemy
** Brishma Bajphi
** Helen Bauer
** Mausuma Begum
** Anansa Begum
Taisuna Begum
** Michelle Bejra
Ahamet Bekce
** Dayris A. Beltran
Beltizaheth Beltran
** David Benavides
** Sabrina Benavidez
Sairy Bernardz
Emely Berros
Evelyn Berrones Aguiler

** Stefanie Betancor
** Elizabeth Betanza Riveria
** Barbara Nell Biville
** Shankar Bisesar
Diana Boaog
Kadijatu Bokum
Akinwolere Ekekli Bolaji
** Lorenzo Bonilla
** Berenice Bonilla
** Ashley Bozak
Irmarhah Romy Brizues
Tinna Brown
Melinda Bryant
Natalia S. Bryant
** Angela M. Buccino
** Jennifer Bueno
** Jenny Bueno-Livichvich
** Jaclyn Bui
** Islabul Baluja
** Miriam V. Bushey
** Genesis Y. Cabral Villar
** Ayse Zehra Cakiray
** Noel George Calamans
** Kethia Caliste
** David M. Calvillo
Josuair Camacho
Aminatou Camara
Franzisco J. Campos
** Cassidy Breana Canberg
** Rocco Candela-Michelin
** Paola Carchy
** Michael Carrillo
** Moselle Leblonny Carrero
** Christopher L. Casais
** Jenia Catherine Castanza
** Gloria Castillo
** Raynere Castillo
** Aila N. Castro
** Russia Carzinn
** Emelie Cayetano
** Gadil Ceballos
** Lina Marcela Arango Cortes
** Abdul Arfeen
Shaddany Arias Leon
Kemiln Atumtum
** Amir Asansi
** Akouvi Estelle Ahamchoun
Miriam A. Avila
** Hassan Ayadi
Boubacar Baba
** Souadou Bah
** Ibrahima Bah
Mirza Muhammad Tayaib Baig
** Shael Nohaimi Baio
** Yari Rabbith
** Troy D. Barber
** Karla Barrera Florentino
** Melany Barros-Meixas
** Iasmin A. Bhat
** Ashley Barthelemy
** Brishma Bajphi
** Helen Bauer
** Mausuma Begum
** Anansa Begum
Taisuna Begum
** Michelle Bejra
Ahamet Bekce
** Dayris A. Beltran
Beltizaheth Beltran
** David Benavides
** Sabrina Benavidez
Sairy Bernardz
Emely Berros
Evelyn Berrones Aguiler
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MASTER OF URBAN PLANNING
Tanner G. Barr
Indira Dopson
Samantha H. Gifford
Michael J. Kirschman
Susann Mejia Prior
Hicham Mihoubi
Angie C. Montenegro
Batool Mujtaba
Pauroma Taan
Kunal Verahrabadraswamy

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE (CUNY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE)
Tenutayo Adegbenro
Ayoke Aghogho
Eugene Ahn
Joel Ajith
Munachimso Amadihe
Shanijda Amlia
Emmanuel Jr Amaoetuog
Oluwalumi Anulude
Gabrielle Avancena
Grace Ayoo
Godily Beaton Mata
Jada Bedeau
Samantha Calpo
Steven Chacko
Shaunika Chakravorty
Mohammad Chhipa
Akhila Chilakala
David Delva
Yardella Diaz
Chioma Ekewere
Tracy Fadoun
Jenylys Fernandez-Torres
Caren Garcon
Rose Gedeon
Alexander German
Alexander Gordon
Mileidy Guzman
Sabastian Hajtovic
Raisa Haq
Loraine Harvey
Janes Hanwood
Chad Henry
Kimberly Hernandez
Fatim Ishtaq
Joel James
Ana Jimenez
Lauren Johnson
Eric Jon
Ioanna Kateris
Kaihlay Kershovry
Abdullah Khalid
Charlene Kotei
Samantha Lau
Terry-Ann Lawrence
Jacqueline Liu
Sunaia Mahendrakar
Justin Mireille
Ralphanthony Montalvo
Olubiona Nkenkholom
Iheuchukwu Obayi
Joshua Oogho
Gillian Perez
Camara Perkins
Kaitana Philippe
Erika San Antonio
Dawa Sangsro
Tyler Sarka
Fatima Shalal
Kailiey Singh

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING)
LaKas Hirsch
James Frederick Padgett
Forouzan Vashheghani Farahani
Adamcheked Louis Zannou

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (CHEMICAL ENGINEERING)
Leo William Gordon
Andrew Scott May

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (CIVIL ENGINEERING)
Carla Alexandra Tejada Lopez

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING)
Meryem Abozali
Mohamed K. Kanaludeen
Svetlana Kiriushkechkar
Arzan Qadeer
Vedika Saravanam
Amon Yekaileko
Haiyan Wang

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY (CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY)
Ramya Venkatana Jayanhi
Shiaiqnaq Latoya Moscha Richards

CUNY BA FOR UNIQUE & INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES (BACHELOR OF ARTS)
Samiha Hossain
Wali Ullah

CUNY BA FOR UNIQUE & INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES (BACHELOR OF SCIENCE)
Isabella Defortino
Zobia Jamal
Justin Salioso
Elizabeth Soto

DUAL DEGREES (BACHELOR OF SCIENCE/MASTER OF SCIENCE)
* Sadia N. Rahman
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Kairy Vuong
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## AWARDS AND PRIZES 2023

### Class of 2023

### 2023 VALEDICTORIAN
- Catherine Hernandez

### 2023 SALUTATORIAN
- Kimberly Pereyra Monerró

### BERNARD AND ANNE SPITZER SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
- AIA Henry Adams Medal
  - Coco Meng (Undergraduate)
  - Harry Teitelman (Graduate)
- Alpha Rho Chi Medal
  - Jack Li
- American Society of Landscape Architects New York Chapter Honor and Merit Awards
  - Casey Breen
  - Mathew Brown
- Faculty History Theory Award
  - Christopher Madej

### COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCE (CLAS)

#### Division of Humanities & Arts

**The Sydney & Helen Ackoff Scholarship**
- Bebel DeMoura Nilo
- Kailyn Mora
- Adriana Prela

**The William A. Emery Scholarship**
- Muhammad Saleen
- Zachary Rosman
- Lobna Shehab
- Rachel Ferretti
- Fatima Aayesh Al-Jahmi
- Bushra M Ahmed
- Fatima Aayesh Al-Jahmi
- Rachel Ferretti
- Kristy Lee
- Linaa Shobah
- Zachary Rosman
- Muhammad Salern

#### Language and Literature

**The Ben Bosh Boks-Book Professor Elizabeth Starčević Stipend for Short Fiction in Spanish**
- Timel Spence
- Susana Flores
- Antonia Maldonado (French)
- Margarita Mendez (French)
- Antonia Maldonado (Portuguese)
- Margarita Mendez (Portuguese)
- Antonia Maldonado (Italian)
- Margarita Mendez (Italian)
- Antonia Maldonado (Chinese)
- Margarita Mendez (Chinese)

**Certificate of Academic Achievement in Arabic**
- Bushra M Ahmed
- Fatima Aayesh Al-Jahmi
- Rachel Ferretti
- Kristy Lee
- Linaa Shobah
- Zachary Rosman
- Muhammad Salern

**Certificate of Academic Achievement in Chinese**
- Myat Aung
- Geri Lamm
- Koon Lam Li
- Meitang Zhang

**Certificate of Academic Achievement in French**
- Henry Alarcon Santana
- Amelie Chushko
- Celine De Ovio
- Hawa Diallo
- Mamadou Diallo
- Yuen Ying Linda Ho
- Tyresse Johnson
- Kainesia Dijour Kone
- Zaakirah Rahman
- Jasmin Guadalupe Ramirez
- Roberto Ruiz
- Djezba Sow
- Moumoumou Thaw
- Brandon Thomas

**Certificate of Academic Achievement in Italian**
- Sadia Alam
- Harriet Appiah
- Charles Roberto Berin
- Lorenzo Bonilla
- Nathalie De Leon Herrera
- Anreen Nasir
- Odia Teresof

**Certificate of Academic Achievement in Japanese**
- Randy Garcia
- Sheelah Moshen

**Certificate of Academic Achievement in Latin**
- Maimunat Baba
- Joel Liu
- David Siegel

**Certificate of Academic Achievement in Portuguese**
- Joseph Francisco Burgos
- Laura Diniz
- Jelyn Hernandez
- David Muidreidhne
- Sanjut Mustari
- Eljah Rey-David Matos
- Joel A. Ramos
- Caroline Schwab
- Starlyn Sosa

**Certificate of Academic Achievement in Spanish**
- Aila Osei Boahen
- Russia Carzin
- Taylor-Diane Davis
- George Elliott
- Jocelyn Herrera
- Noël McCarthy
- Sarah McKay
- Danarly Morales
- Joselinia Perez
- Franklin Perez-Cordero
- Genesis Richardo Alvarez
- Stefanie Persaud
- Eric Reeves
- Sandra Rivera
- Liahka Sierra

**Certificate of Excellence for the Minor in Classical Studies**
- Yeniilet Rodriguez

**Certificate of Excellence for the Minor in East Asian Studies**
- Min Li

**Certificate of Excellence for the Minor in Latin**
- Eric Reeves

**Certificate of Excellence for the Minor in Portuguese Language & Luso-Hispanic Culture**
- Heidy Animas

**Colonial Latin American Review Scholarship**
- Maria Chamean
- Melanie Matonne

**Charles Habermann Memorial Award in Latin**
- Eric Reeves

**Bentley Lumiere Award in French**
- Raynae Chance

**Downer Language Award**
- Heidy Animas (Portuguese)
- Akovi Estelle Achantwon (French)
- Massuma Begum (French)
- Susana Flores (Spanish)
- Adama Gueye (French)
- Louis Mazaahh Tihabah (French)
- Cynthia Olmedo (French)
- Adelyn Plascencia (Spanish)
- Marilyn Santos (Portuguese)
- Timel Spence (Spanish)
- Kamel Williams (Italian)

**Downer Study Abroad Award**
- Noël Calamans (French)
- Michelle Madiera (Italian)
- Jelyn Z. Mendola (Portuguese)
- Marilyn Santos (Portuguese)
- The Theodore Linam Award in French
- Noël Calamans
- Ahmed Dhouib

**The Michael and Irene Ross Scholars in Hebrew**
- Deborah Ige
- Phoenix Mia Liiriano
- Aixa Navarro

**The Allen Isaacman Prize in English**
- Erika Aisum
- Kailyn Mora

**The Allen Isaacman Prize in African Studies**
- Haa Diallo
- Kailyn Mora

**The Allen Isaacman Prize in Animal Behavior**
- Noël Calamans
- Ahmed Dhouib

**The Goodman Fund Grants for Creative Writing (Poetry)**
- Faith Brown
- Marie-Danielle Brown
- Joëlle Bouchard

**The J. Salwyn Schapiro Memorial Award for Outstanding Achievement in a Spanish Speaking Country**
- Timel Spence

**The Doris Lippman Prize in Creative Writing**
- Jo Stein

**The Riggs Gold Medal Essay Award**
- Oumou Ly

**The Student Award in Drama in Memory of Ross Alexander**
- Myra Alperson

**The Marilyn Sternsman Overall Award**
- Gloria Nguyen

**The Esther Unger Poetry Prize**
- Oumou Ly

**History**

- The Leslie Steinman Bayor Award
  - Kai Mora

- Sandy Cooper Prize
  - Haa Diallo
  - Kailyn Mora

- The Carl Dunat Memorial Fund Award
  - Micah Blachman

- History Faculty Award for Outstanding Paper on Gender/Identity
  - Abby Anneacon
  - Nija Daniela

- The Allen Isaacman Prize in African Studies
  - Haa Diallo
  - Kailyn Mora

- J. Salwyn Schapiro Memorial Award for European History
  - Allan Romero

- Judith Stern Memorial Scholarship
  - Kailyn Mora

- Oscar Zeichner Prize
  - Erika Aisum

**Jewish Studies**

- Jassal Steinpaper Memorial Award for Outstanding Achievement in Spanish
  - Todd Zinger

- The Jerome Levitt Deur Award in Creative Writing (Poetry)
  - Faith Brown

- The David Durtort Prize in Creative Writing (Non-Fiction)
  - Beryl Frishtick

- The Goodman Fund Grants for Creative Writing (Creative Writing)
  - Faith Brown

- The Esther Unger Poetry Prize
  - Oumou Ly

- The Ross Alexander Memorial Award for Outstanding Achievement in Spanish
  - Todd Zinger

- The Doris Lippman Prize in Creative Writing (Poetry)
  - Jo Stein

- The Riggs Gold Medal Essay Award
  - Oumou Ly

- The Student Award in Drama in Memory of Ross Alexander
  - Myra Alperson

- The Marilyn Sternsman Overall Award
  - Gloria Nguyen

- The Esther Unger Poetry Prize
  - Oumou Ly

- History

- The Leslie Steinman Bayor Award
  - Kai Mora

- Sandy Cooper Prize
  - Haa Diallo
  - Kailyn Mora

- The Carl Dunat Memorial Fund Award
  - Micah Blachman

- History Faculty Award for Outstanding Paper on Gender/Identity
  - Abby Anneacon
  - Nija Daniela

- The Allen Isaacman Prize in African Studies
  - Haa Diallo
  - Kailyn Mora

- J. Salwyn Schapiro Memorial Award for European History
  - Allan Romero

- Judith Stern Memorial Scholarship
  - Kailyn Mora

- Oscar Zeichner Prize
  - Erika Aisum

- Jewish Studies

- Jassal Steinpaper Scholarship
  - Samuel Nordlinger

- Michael & Irene Ross Scholarship
  - Renee Chelsea Davila
  - Erick Durant
  - Deborah Ige
  - Benjamin Miller
  - Megan Norat
  - Samuel Nordlinger
  - Kevin Ramirez Escobar
  - Joel Zinger

- English

- The Undergraduate Children's Writing Award
  - Safyeha Savage

- The Jerome Levitt Deur Award in Creative Writing (Poetry)
  - Faith Brown

- The David Durtort Prize in Creative Writing (Non-Fiction)
  - Beryl Frishtick

- The Goodman Fund Grants for Creative Writing (Creative Writing)
  - Faith Brown

- The Esther Unger Poetry Prize
  - Oumou Ly

- The Ross Alexander Memorial Award for Outstanding Achievement in Spanish
  - Todd Zinger

- The Doris Lippman Prize in Creative Writing (Poetry)
  - Jo Stein

- The Riggs Gold Medal Essay Award
  - Oumou Ly

- The Student Award in Drama in Memory of Ross Alexander
  - Myra Alperson

- The Marilyn Sternsman Overall Award
  - Gloria Nguyen

- The Esther Unger Poetry Prize
  - Oumou Ly

- History

- The Leslie Steinman Bayor Award
  - Kai Mora

- Sandy Cooper Prize
  - Haa Diallo
  - Kailyn Mora

- The Carl Dunat Memorial Fund Award
  - Micah Blachman

- History Faculty Award for Outstanding Paper on Gender/Identity
  - Abby Anneacon
  - Nija Daniela

- The Allen Isaacman Prize in African Studies
  - Haa Diallo
  - Kailyn Mora

- J. Salwyn Schapiro Memorial Award for European History
  - Allan Romero

- Judith Stern Memorial Scholarship
  - Kailyn Mora

- Oscar Zeichner Prize
  - Erika Aisum
Media & Communication Arts
Ernest Baynton, Jr. Memorial Award in Journalism
Brahim Hersi
Da inoron Scholarship
Sara Easah
Fatou Fall
Beatrice L. and Richard Gayday Class of 1938 Prize for Academic Achievement and Service to CCNY’s The Campus
Helen Bauer
Herman Lew Scholar
Ana Maihado
Journalism Minor with Honors
Jennifer Garcia
Brahim Hersi
Gary Hilborn
James Dean (JD) Johnston
Ana Maihado
Shankar Bissessar
Desmond Marshew Scholarship
Ariandine Rosales Valero
Media Scholars
Geerveni Benson
Memunat Epenolu
Gary Hilborn
Chearemos Jones
Tanara Van Lesbegr
The Dr. M. Milch Foundation
Scholarships
Aysha Sanjel-Chhetri
Grace Wijaya
Art Stevens PRSA NY/CCNY Scholar
Chien Chieh Lo
Grace Wijaya
Ayusha Sanjel-Chhetri
Chantal Akerman Award
Ostrovsky Family Fund /
Megan Viera
Hannah Shulman
Safiyyah Savage

Music
Pro Musica Award
Wanda Sligh
Edward H. Kentin Memorial Award
Christopher Vogt
Sidney Zolot Award for Excellence in Music
Michelle Ferrante Alvarez
Vladimir Ilitskiy

Philosophy
The Carl Durant Award for Outstanding Achievement in Philosophy
Timothy Ramanand
The K.D. Ivan Award for Highest Honors in Philosophy
Noor Ul Sahar
Baruch Schwartz
The K.D. Ivan Award for High Honors in Philosophy
Timothy Ramanand
The K.D. Ivan Award for Honors in Philosophy
Maegan Ishmael
Destiny Pabon
David Romero

Theatre and Speech
Seeyum Peak Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement
Koon Lam Li
Henry Palacios
Seeyum Peak Award for Outstanding Contributions to the Department
Reene Arai
Seeyum Peak Award for Outstanding All-Academic Achievement
Alejandro Flores
Seeyum Peak Curtain Call Award
Jordan Borges
Johnny Brown
Raynor Castillo
Jenny Ho
Sanamtha Liz
Alaina Manzo
Joon Mejia
Samuel (Samira) Weinstein
Benjie West Recognition Award for Excellence in Performance
Mekhi McFarlane
Sela Mejia
James O’Connor
Benjie West Recognition Award for Excellence in Technical Theatre and Design
Barbara Conner

Division of Interdisciplinary Studies at the Center for Worker Education
Valedictorian
Darresa Rodriguez
Salutatorian
Emily Jose
Eugene Bellon Award
Darresa Rodriguez
Salute Award
Eric Reeves
CWE, Divisional Committee on Inclusive Excellence Pan-African Prize
Maria Echevarria
Kristie Wardell

Edward 1. Koch Fellowship in Public Service
Yani Baniya
Halla Cruz
Jennifer Daniel
Blosa Duara
Jay Garcia
Jaylin Garcia
Aysha Khan
Eiman Megally
Leoni Moses
Halimatou Mououmi Hamida
Cassia Bizzo
Saleh Saleh
Minner LGBTQ+ Equal Rights Fellow
Masfir Espinal
Brian Edward (Blaze) Levario

NYCC, Academy Fellows
Joshua Ambrose
Dilipa Bhattacharjee
Fenix Corcino Surfeli
Bryce Cristiano
Kyle Cristello
Jennifer Garcia
Brahim Hersi
James Johnston
Ana Maihado
Joon Mejia
Mohammed Naveel
Astra Kinon Monzane
Kristal Surfeli

NYC Leaders
Eric Aguilar
Akouvi Estelle Atchabouin
Dilipa Bhattacharjee
Gaylindeo Gwembe
Jaime Garcia-Ricote
Osawonuyi Ighereke
Staci Jeffries
Maharaj Maharaj

Ursula Van Vaal Award for LGBTQ+ Advocacy
Brian Edward (Blaze) Levario

Anthropology
St. Clare Drake Award
Lisa Valle
Wood Medal
Catherine Hernandez

Economics and Business
Mark and Estelle Clements Scholarship Fund
Dea Ababandah
Infinite Scholars
Brandon Gonzalez
Romulo Jimenez
Arabah Khan
Aravdeep Kaur
MD Miah
Babacar Niang
Tanmay Thomas
Ashraf Shishir

Leonard Cancer Scholarship Fund
Oussane Diallo
David B. Elkins Scholarship
Vanessa Crowe
Mark and Rose Friedman Scholarship
Muhammad Ashfaq
Hernan Garcia
Erezana Morina
Karolina Monkondi
Mohammed Nadeem
Albert Greenspan in Economics
Vivandra Herr
Jessica Kong
Irving Goldman Scholarship Fund
Denise Beato
Neve Diallo
Alejandra Villarreal
Harris 52 Award
Amira Elmakawy
Lawrence C. Kentin Scholarship
Hassan Fayyaz
Sukhdeep Kaur
Eric Romero
Kerr Simeran
Mario Wise

John Lofgreen BBA Award
Elton Deenarine
Metan Barros-Mesias
Myomna Tsamir
Kyara Valdez
Wenting Zhou

The Harvey Leopold 57 Scholarship
Lauren Done
Noel J. McDonald Scholarship in Economics
Gassidy Canberg
Bettie & Walter Pepper Award
SA Tasnim Ahmed
Taylor-Dayne Davis
Shamsha Rahim
Marc & Mary Wismann Scholarship
Victoria Karadimas
Abullah Khem
Fahid Nayem
Li Kuan Fang
Rehnuma Tararun
Jesus J. Villegas
Jieying Yu

International Affairs
Best Thesis
Robert Bane
Highest Grade Point Average
Isaac Abston-Voyticky
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Civil Engineering
Engineering Alumni Medal
Vince John Plascencia
Civil Engineering Structural Engineering Scholarship
Jorge Martinez Ariza
Daniel Cueno Endowed Scholarship
Samuel Landesman
DIF Stanley Merjan Scholarship
Adel Al Otbi
Tian Hua Liao
Jose Wu Hung Fung
Amir Mohammad Maghsoudi
Xiaoxiao Zhang
Bernard Haley Civil Engineering Scholarship
Jose Wu Hung Fung
Jorge Martinez Ariza
Xiaoxiao Zhang
Frederick McLaughlin Scholarship
Jose Wu Hung Fung
Alina Neljkovic
Xiaoxiao Zhang
Moles President’s Scholarship
Samantha Castro
Samuel Landesman
Moles Scholarship
Tian Hua Liao
Amir Mohammad Maghsoudi
Le Petrella Scholarship
Xiaoxiao Zhang
Frances M. E Edward S. Plotkin Scholarship
Xiaoxiao Zhang

Computer Engineering
Engineering Alumni Medal
Atsuko Sakurai
Computer Engineering Achievement Award
Fatima Sandh

Computer Science
Engineering Alumni Medal
Billy Davila
Computer Science Achievement Award
Baishaki Debi
John Jakobsen
Anthony Liang
Yongfa Lu
Earth Systems Science and Environmental Engineering
Engineering Alumni Medal
Jonathan Smilovich
ASHE NY Metro Scholar
Ashley Bailey
NOAA CREST Fellow
Jennifer Duong
Caroline Schwab
NOAA CESRSSR Fellow
Ashley Bailey
Hazel Vaquero
NOAA CESRSSR Medalist
Caroline Schwab
NOAA Ernest F. Hollings Undergraduate Scholar
Caroline Schwab
2023 WRISE Wind Power Fellow (Rudd Meyer Fellowship)
Ashley Bailey

Electrical Engineering
Engineering Alumni Medal
Devin Singh
Paul Feiner Engineering Scholarship
Louis Hernandez
Katy Krytn exchange
Esterbatoua Caelar Aguilar
Nora Silva

Mechanical Engineering
Engineering Alumni Medal
Pawel Subharn
Jack and Shelley Feinstein Warner Senior Design Award
Omar Addasi
Tajia Arfin
Noah Barrow
Jason Couch
Ingrid Karmazin
Salina Liu
Rajesh Roy
Amandeep Singh
Fawuh Subherati
Geoffrey Turvebile
Jack & Shelley Feinstein Scholarship
Rani Boyaghouroumni
Peter L. Tea Award for Undergraduate Research
Samuel Obadina
Geoffrey Turvebile
Ellen Sardina
Jocelyn Barrera-Florentino
Johnathan Hernandez
Alondra Lopez
Eleni Sardina

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
The Frances Blumenhal Memorial Award
Yehuzell Viana Diaz
The Bertram Epstein Memorial Award
Taylor Burges
Dr. Joyce Crippin Educational Leadership Scholarship
Kimma Scott
The David J. Fox Memorial Award – Certificate
Yehuzell Viana Diaz
Lucy Gordon Memorial Fund
Keith Arias
The Immigrant to Immigrant Scholarship Fund
Hanna Bensedoune
Fahad Said
Dr. Harold Kohler Scholarship Textbook
Malthen Cabrera
The Brian Krnjas Cohen Scholarship
Malthen Cabrera
Life-Long Learner Award (Early Childhood Education) – Certificate
Guadalupe Muniz
Dania Rodriguez
The Sylvia Liu Scholarship
Celeste Bradsher
The Joseph A. Mathers Mathematics Prize
Jaid Elachi
John Estriono
Yamilos Flores
Dr. Sidney Silverman & Eleanor Silverman Human Values Award
Bryan Mongeon
Olivia Saragias
The Segovis Family Scholarship
Sofia Blaestos
Michaela Go
Lillian Webber Scholarship Fund
Jocelyn and Barrera-Florentino
Johnathan Hernandez
Alondra Lopez
Eleni Sardina

INTERCOLLEGATIVE ATHLETICS
The Lionel Malmed Senior Award
Amir Assani
Cassidy Cauhn
Hubliu Gado
Alexis Rodriguez
SUSTAINABILITY IN THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT
List Not Available

SEEK
The Divingboard SEEK Tutor Award
Jennifer Aragon Avelar
Graduating SEEK Transfer Student Award
Genesis Cabral Villar
The Outstanding SEEK Transfer Student Award
Genesis Cabral Villar
The Basilia Ulysse Award
Annsblue Ali
Sara Kahan
Tiffany Santos
Honorable Mention for Outstanding Graduate of the Year
Julia Fong
Ahara Hosain
Kaitiees Kone
Michael Romero
The SEEK Award for Outstanding scholastic Achievement
Paola Carchi
The SEEK Outstanding Graduate of the Year Award
Afroja Islam
The SEEK Director's Special Recognition Award
Nasrin Boushala
The SEEK Engineering Award
Ying Yang
The SEEK Science Award
Ebrahim Abdullah
The SEEK Special Tributary Award
Josefina Flores
Diane Meinz
Tamzid Rahman
The Dr. Sidney J. and Eleanor T. Silverman Human Values Award Award for Scholarship, Attitudes and Behavior in Humanistic Achievement
Lanrell Rdditch
Kaities Kone
Layla Lima
Jarin Piyan
Marcelo Vega
Special Honorable Mention for Outstanding Graduate of the Year
Sumayyaa Irna
Layla Lima
Chelse Perez
Antonio Rodriguez
Matthew Stein

STUDENT AFFAIRS
Louis Shapiro Friendship Award
Naja Daniels

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETIES
Chi Alpha Epsilon National Honor Society
Hassan Araydi
Amadou Barry
Paula Caruchi
Laviya Grandotto
Devendra Jewell
Jarin Piyan
Rokia Sangai
Tiffany Santos
Melodie Perez
Fatima Rahman
Xiao li ren
Katherine Scardino
Haley Sigh
From the Class of January/February 2023
Marleni Almonte
Kwanwo Amsako-Boadu
Elizabeth Apuyino
Ronald Atums Campos
Aaron Baclu
Leslie Benavides
Jamar Brown
Ashley Cartagena
Mike Eise
Eldar Djangirov
Manuel Gil
Yuen Ying Ho
Elijah Matsos
Shelia Montan
Sadia Mudulana
Samuel Nordlinger
Lucas Owen
Henry Palacios
Adriana Prela
Noor Ul Sahar
Jonathan Schnauder
Hamman Shulman
Viar Sokoli
Katherine Vargas
Irina Weeks
Nufisa Zafarullah
Syed Muhammad Shahmir Zaidi
Dina Said Zaid Morly

From the Class of June 2023
Sadha Alama
Helen Bauer
Genevieve Berens
Lorenzo Bonilla
Claia Brown
Genesis Cabral Villar
Paola Carchi
Abigail Casillas
Rayne Cane
Farida Christi Larkam
Naja Daniels
Noga Davidson
Reneger Davila
Taylor-Davina Davis
Boi DeMoura Nilo
Hawa Diallo
Shoubah Ding
Systers Roberta
Aisha Dukureh
Dyan Ferrer
Juan Ferrer
Rachel Femin
Hadas Ferz
Sarah Fonzi-Howell
Addison Goldenberg
Janesse Graham
Daiana Guichard
Catherine Hernandez
Ihreri Hess
Gary Hibborn
Zuqai Hosain
Vladimir Einizkiy
Fatima Islam
Malissa Jackson
Isga Jan
Aleksandr Knyazev
Karen Kohama
Koon Lam Li
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This year The City College of New York celebrates the 175th anniversary of its founding. The need for an institution like The City College was recognized as early as 1847, when the State Legislature authorized a local referendum to determine whether a public college should be established in the City of New York; at the time, the city had a population of a half-million people and two private colleges, which had high tuition and only 247 pupils. The vote was overwhelmingly in favor of the proposition, and the Free Academy was established in a new building at Lexington Avenue and 23rd Street. The doors to its first entering class opened in January, 1849, and a class of seventeen young men graduated in 1853; with friends and family members, that first commencement was too large for the chapel at the Free Academy, so it was celebrated in Biblo’s beer garden.

In 1866 the name of the Free Academy was changed by legislative act to The College of the City of New York. Since then, it has been called CCNY—an unofficial designation the College previously counted the number of graduations since 1847. The 170th graduating class, which corrects for how the College’s official athletics’ mascot was voted to be the College’s beaver, symbol of intelligence, industry and distinction save that of industry, good conduct and intellect.”
Commencement Committee Co-Chairs

Anthony Achille
Barbara Evans
Ana King-Garcia
Dee Dee Mozeleski
Celia Lloyd

Commencement Working Committee

Nana Abeyie
Patricia Bianchi
Seamus Campbell
Anthony Capellan
George Cremion
Kelli Crosby
Sophia Dixon
Brian Genzmann
Elissa Gelnick
Hermington Gomez
Joann Huang
Felix Lam
Khadesha Maxim
Vatthana Mendez
Tara Nachtigall
Premanand Nankoo
Ernest Pierre-Louis
Benjamin Rosenson
Teresa Scala
Simone K. Tarver
Lydia Travis
Dominic Stellini
Jason Wallace

Divisional Ceremonies Committee List

Matthew Albanese
Cissie A Almonte
Charlene Darbassie
Sophia Demetriou
Jason Garcia
Nkem Stanley-Mhamelu
Michael Miller
Charlene Dubassie
Noshel Neverson
Sophia Demetriou
Maria Olmedo
Elizabeth Rudolph
Jasmin Salcedo
Margaret Schelb
Raymond Stroum

Marshals

Janet Steele, Chief Marshal
Dominic Stellini, Deputy Chief Marshal
Henny T. Wong, Deputy Chief Marshal
Nicholas Smith, Deputy Honorary Degree Marshal
Rob Barron, Master of Ceremonies

The Foundation for City College (Board Members)

Martin Cohen ’70 (Board Chair)
Edward Blank ’37
John M. Dionisio ’71
Vince Boudevreau
Joseph Fleischer ’66
Leonard Kleinrock ’57
(CCNY President, ex-officio)
Maureen Mitchell ’73
Vivien R. Clark
(Board Secretary)
Nicolas Roc
Sy Sternberg ’65
Michael Sutton
Lev A. Sviridov, PhD ’05
Josh S. Weston ’30
Peter Zahn

The Foundation for City College (Advisory Committees)

Robert W. Adler ’59
Gabriella de Beer, PhD ’56
Howard V. Campbell ’67
Hazel Ann James, Esq. ’96
Joy Ko
Anna Ranso Marinaccio ’62
Howard Lee Morgan ’65
Frank John Scianne, Jr. ’74
Emanuel James Steggiou ’71
Kim Wales
Robert B. Weliner, PE, MBA ’71
Richard von Zerneck, EdD ’66 & ’68

2023 Alumni Association Executive Committee

Lawrence S. Greengrass ’78, President
David Covington, Executive Director
Jacqueline C. Brooks ’80, ’83 MFA
(Advisor)
Dr. Joyce R. Coppin ’38 E
(1st Vice President)
Shawn Chin-Chance ’05 (Secretary)
Peter J. Goodman ’61
(2nd Vice President)
Diane Rodriguez ’78 (Treasurer)
Xinpei Qu ’87 (2nd Vice President)

2023 Undergraduate Student Government Leadership

Asif Satter, President
Samantha Castro, Executive Vice President
Eva Uceta, Vice President of Academic Affairs
Joselin Flores, Vice President of Finance
Aila Choudhary, Vice President of Campus Affairs
Lina Dong, Vice President of Public Affairs
Tara Hernandez, Vice President of Student Affairs
Nija Daniels, Secretary of the Senate
Brayge Pauya, Speaker of the Senate
Abdullah Mohiuddin, Student Ombudsperson

2023 Graduate Student Government Leadership

Kevin Brown, Executive Chair
Sangoo Sherpa, Executive Vice Chair
Baseemah Rucker, Treasurer
Tinnycua Williams, Interim Secretary & Vice Chair of Academic Affairs
Jake Losgenecker, Vice Chair of Community Affairs

The Board of Trustees of The City University of New York

William C. Thompson, Jr., Chairperson
Sandra Wilkin, Vice Chairperson
Michael Arvanites
Henry T. Berger
Una S. T. Clarke
Lorraine Correa-Vazquez
Salimatou Doumbouya
Michael Arvanites
Fernando Ferrer
Kevin D. Kim
Mayra Linares-Garcia
Robert F. Mujica
Brian D. Obergfell
Jill O’Donnell-Tormey
Dr. Herminia Palacio
John Verzani (Ex-Officio)
Jill O’Donnell-Tormey
Dr. Herminia Palacio
John Verzani (Ex-Officio)
Angelo Vivolo
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THE ENTIRE CITY COLLEGE COMMUNITY WISHES ALL MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF 2023 THE SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS THEY SO RICHLY DESERVE.

A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO SEYMOUR ’65 AND LAURIE STERNBERG FOR THEIR GENEROUS SUPPORT OF OUR COMMENCEMENT ACTIVITIES.
The Alma Mater

Lavender, My Lavender

Sturdy sons of City College,
Trusty hearts and mighty hands
Rally where your streaming banner
With its dauntless emblem stands.
Send a cheer to Heaven Ringing
Voicing in a fond acclaim
Faith and pride in Alma Mater
And her never dying fame.
Lavender, my Lavender!
Lavender, my Lavender!
On the field of life’s endeavor
Bound by ties that naught can sever,
Hail we Alma Mater ever, Lavender, my Lavender!

Daughters wise of City College,
Join your voices in the song.
To the lusty cheers of brothers,
Add your effort clear and strong.
Send a hymn to Heaven Singing,
Filled with love and fond acclaim,
Faith and pride in Alma Mater
And her never dying fame
Lavender, my Lavender!
Lavender, my Lavender!
On the field of life’s endeavor
Bound by ties that naught can sever,
Hail we Alma Mater ever,
Lavender, my Lavender!

Words by Elias Lieberman 1903
Music by Walter R. Johnson 1903